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During the 30 years history of Softtek, new challenges and their achievements are 
the strength of our organization, remembering that first they were dreams but with 
passion we made them to come true, always generating the wellness in the inside 
and outside.

During 2011 we worked hard in order to have an important growth in Social 
Responsibility’s dimensions: Quality of life, business ethics, community and 
environment.  Having stronger actions to evolve in the matter. Our Ethic Code is 
already known and recognized by our shareholders. The Technological Room for 
computer literacy allow us to be recognized for boost the shared value. The tireless 
work to persevere and  conserve the environment allows us to have a Green Softtek 
Day. Boosting the integral development to benefit to our collaborators, are only some 
of our actions and activities that help us to be in an only entity called SOFTTEK.

I share with you the second Corporate Social Responsibility Report, that is our 
contribution to a better world.

Thank you

Blanca Treviño
The Softtek President
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Softtek´s
Profile

Founded in 1982, Softtek is a global provider of IT process-driven solutions with more 
of 7,000 associates in 30 offices in North America, Latin America, Europe and Asia.

Softtek helps to improve time-to-business-solution, lower costs of existing applications, 
deliver better engineered and tested applications, and produce predictable outcomes 
for top-tier corporations in over 20 countries. 

Through on-site, on-shore and its trademarked Global Nearshore™, Softtek teams 
with CIOs to constantly increase the business value of IT. Softtek is the creator and a 
leader of the nearshore industry.
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Social Responsibility 
in Softtek

In Softtek, our commitment with social responsibility is a crucial part of our culture. 

We understand the importance of operating our business in a profitable and constant 
growth, generating well-being for our associates and environment. Our scope of 
action in social responsibility is focused on the following areas:

Quality of Life
Provide our associates a comprehensive development that helps to improve their 
conditions to increase their satisfaction level and their partnership with the organization.

Environment
Focus on promoting environmental protection, through the rational and smart use of 
our resources without destroying the natural wealth we have inherited.

Business Ethics
Secure harmonious relationships within a framework of values with all our partners.

Community
Contribute with the development of communities with social actions, along with our 
volunteering and Solidaria foundation that benefit unprotected and vulnerable groups.
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Quality of Life
Work – family-personal life balance

The commitment to offer a comprehensive development for our associates allows 
promoting the “work-family-personal life balance” topic by creating a better operational 
environment with several sporting, cultural and entertainment alternatives. In 2011,135 
events were developed with approximately 134 participants per event. Listed below 
are the most outstanding events:

a)  Our Softtekiada (Softtek Olympic Games) became an international event with the 
participation of the locations from Mexico, United States, Costa Rica, Spain, Argentina 
and Brazil by previously developing the different internal sporting tournaments in such 
countries in disciplines such as soccer, basketball, volleyball, and athletics.

b)  Traditional holidays such as Valentine´s Day, Father´s Day, Mother´s Day, International 
Women Day, Children Day, Day of the Dead and Halloween, in all Softtek locations 
according to their culture and commemorative dates.

c)  Pastorelas, a Mexican tradition, performed by our associates in three locations: 
Monterrey, Aguascalientes and Mexico City.

To offer a comprehensive 
development for our 
associates allows 
promoting the “work-
family-personal life balance

“

“
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d)  Entertainment Tournaments (to name a few: Bowling, Pool, Poker, Wii, Chess) in 
different Softtek locations in USA, Mexico, Costa Rica, and Spain.

e)  Quality of life courses such as appropriate stress management techniques, 
Emotional Intelligence, PNL, Verbal expression and body language, Assertive 
Communication, Personal Finance, Women Leadership.

f)  In Brazil, sports such as Volleyball are weekly developed  , as well as anti-stress 
massage sessions

g)  In Spain, 75% of the associates can benefit of working at home.

Wellness

In Softtek were promoted activities and informative campaigns directed to associates 
for the prevention of diseases and improving health status. Listed below are the most 
outstanding activities of the different locations:

1)  Informative campaign about how to avoid obesity, overweight, cholesterol, 
triglycerides and smoking, Wellness Fair, loss weight contests.  All activities previous 
mentioned were carried out in all locations from Mexico and Costa Rica.

2)  The “Wellnes program” was implemented in USA with the objective to foster 
prevention of diseases and health status improvement.

3)  In Brazil, massage sessions for the associates are weekly performed to mitigate 
stress provoked for project pressure and personal.

4)  In Mexico City a Safety and Health Committee conformed by associates, who 
perform facility inspections and provide recommendations with the goal of avoid 
accidents was implemented.
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Human Development

In Softtek, Self-determination and constant training are crucial for all of the associates 
forging the way to their professional development. The 2011 results can be 
summarized in the following way, just Mexico:

•  74,916 online and classroom courses were implemented.

•  5,235 associates were trained.

•  We had 300 active momentums, who are last semester students or University 
graduates that find at Softtek the opportunity to apply their knowledge, gain 
experience, receive an economic stimulus, and the chance to become associates.

Employability

One of the biggest responsibilities that Softtek has as an organization and as a 
support to the country is the generation of jobs. During 2011, we had the next number 
of recruitments:

•  Mexico: 570 new associates, resulting in a growth of 15.16% in comparison to 2010.

•  United States and Canada:  56 new associates, resulting in a growth of 19.37% in 
comparison to 2010.

•  Costa Rica: 39 new associates, resulting in a growth of 24.07% in comparison to 
2010.
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Environment
Softtek is a company committed with environment protection by making awareness 
actions amongst associates, environmental campaigns, and the channeling of recyclable 
waste. Amongthe2011results, we highlight:

1)  2433 kg of paper and board, 970 kg of plastic, 433 kg of aluminium, 35 kg of glass 
and 2897 alkaline batteries were collected. Achieving water saving: 141,565 lts. (26% 
more than 2010), energy saving: 21,283kw/hr (85.74% more than 2010), 41 trees were 
saved (5% more than 2010), and we avoid the pollution of 483, 799,000lts of water 
caused by alkaline batteries (63% less than 2010).

Softtek is a company 
committed with 
environment protection

““

21,283 Kw./hr
energy saving

141,���	Lts.
of water

41 trees
2433 kg of paper and board
 970 kg of plastic
433 kg of aluminium
35 kg of glass
2897 alkaline batteries

Ahorro
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2)  The national event “Green Softtek Day” took place in all our Mexico locations, 
where around 150 associates and their families and friends, in the midst of a natural 
environment, they had the opportunity to receive information about ecological 
preservation and reforestation. The next step is to develop this event worldwide.

3)  As part of Word Environment Day, we made an informative campaign in Mexico, 
USA and Costa Rica based on the topic defined by the UN. In 2011, the topic was:  
“Forests.”

4)  In Spain was implemented a printing control system per user, with this measure the 
use of paper and ink was significantly reduced. 
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Softtek and Solidaria (Foundation created by Softtek for social assistance), work 
altogether to help those who are in need. The aid is channeled in five specific 
programs “Education,” “Health,” “Clothing,” “shelter and food,” “Coexistence and 
Solidarity,” and “Nature.” The highlight facts during 2011 were:

1)  In Aguascalientes, On May, 16th of 2011, the first “Softtek Solidaria Technological 
Classroom” was launched with the objective to boost education through programs 
focused on Information technology and social responsibility for disadvantaged groups. 
In this first phase we achieved:

-  Technological literacy for vulnerable groups.
-  A new place for students of any university who provide social services.
-  Softtek associates as volunteers teachers.
-  Seedbed of professionals for Softtek.

2)  On August, 26th of 2011 the “Softtek Solidaria Technological Classroom” first 
generation, conformed by 17 students, was graduated.

Community

Softtek and Solidaria 
(Foundation created 
by Softtek for social 
assistance), work 
altogether to help those 
who are in need.

“

“
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1167 persons 
(children, old people, indigenous, etc)

3)  The global event “Make a Difference Day” hosted in 17 Softtek locations around 
the world, under “Friendship” theme, achieved to generate smiles to 1167 persons 
(children, old people, indigenous, etc) with the support of 664 volunteers (associates, 
families and friends) by providing a service (plumbing, electricity, painting, gardening, 
etc), donating materials but, above all, coexisting with people.

+
664 volunteers 
(associates, families and friends) 

=
“Make a Difference Day”
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Business Ethics
To assure harmonious relationships among our partners within a framework of values is 
an essential condition for Softtek. In 2011, the main achievements were:

1)  The Code of Ethics and Conduct was spread across all Softtek locations, becoming, 
in this way, in a global policy.

2)  Softtek´s strategy about extending social responsibility is growing; new locations 
such as Costa Rica, Brazil, USA and Spain have started with the adoption and 
implementation of this strategy.

To assure harmonious 
relationships among 
our partners within a 
framework of values is 
an essential condition 
for Softtek

“

“

3)  For second time in a row, Softtek was recognized with the Socially 
Responsible Company Award given by CEMEFI.

4)  Softtek is recognized as one of the top 50 more socially-responsible 
companies in Mexico.

Awards



www.softtek.com


